Service in stock
HEALTH AND SAFETY

- LOCK-OUT
- ATTACHED TOOLS
- FIRST AID
- AUDITORY PROTECTION
- BODY PROTECTION
- FALL PROTECTION
- RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
- HEAD PROTECTION
- FACIAL PROTECTION
- SIGNALING
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

- Assembly
- Lubrication
- Cleaning
- Protection
- Safety Cabinet
- Marking Paint
  (Forestry and Construction)
PACKING AND SHIPPING

- PROTECTIVE WRAPPING AND EQUIPMENT
- TAPE AND EQUIPMENT
- PACKAGING IDENTIFICATION
- STRIP AND DUNNAGE PRODUCTS
- FILM, SHRINKABLE AND EXPANDABLE PACKAGING
- VARIOUS BAGS
INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION

- PALLET RACK/SHELVING
- OVERHEAD CRANE
- PPE (HARNESS, TETHER, LIFE LINE, TYPE 1 AUTO RETRACTABLE)
- GAS DETECTOR (SPECIALTY BW/HONEYWELL)
TOOLING

- CUTTING TOOLS
- MANUAL TOOLS
- ELECTRIC TOOLS
- WIRELESS TOOLS
- TOOLS FOR CEMENT
MECHANICS

- TOOLS FOR LIGHT OR HEAVY TRUCK MECHANICS
- BEDS FOR MECHANICS
- TOOLS FOR AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS
- PUMPS
- GREASE GUNS
- TORCHES
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

MACHINERY
- MACHINERY ACCESSORIES
- WICK SHARPENERS
- PAINT CHAMBERS
- DUST COLLECTORS
- COMPRESSORS
- JOINTER
- CNC EQUIPMENT
- SPLITTERS
- METAL FORMING
- GENERATORS
- MORTISING MACHINE
- PRESSURE WASHERS
- DRILLS/MILLING MACHINES
- PILLAR DRILLS
- SANDER
- PLANER/MOULDER
- SURFACE GRINDING MACHINES
- JET SANDERS
- SAW
- SPINNING TOPS
- TOWERS (WORKSTATION)
- WORKBENCH
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

HYDRAULICS
- HOSES
- REUSABLE TIPS
- ADAPTERS
- VERIFICATION ET VALVES
- O-RING
- RAPID CONNECTORS
- CRIMP TIP
- TOOLS
- REELS AND ACCESSORIES
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

ABRASIVES
- BRUSHES
- CARTRIDGES
- BELTS
- DISKS
- SHEETS
- SLEEVES
- GRINDSTONES
- STONES
- WHEELS
- ROLLERS
- DRUMS

HARDWARE
- NAILS
- SCREWS
- STAPLES
HANDLING AND STORAGE
- CUPBOARDS
- CHESTS
- WORKBENCHES
- SHELVING
- ORGANIZERS
- MODULAR CABINETRY
- AUTO-DUMP HOPPERS
- GRILLED-IN PARTITIONS
HANDLING AND STORAGE

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

- COVERED CABLES
- CABLES
- COUNTER-WEIGHTS
- MS TIPS
- DOMESTIC CABELING
- VARIOUS SLINGS
- FORESTRY AND TRANSPORT
- VARIOUS CABLEING
- ROPES
- TROLLEYS
- LEVERS
- HOISTS
- POTENCIES
- HOOK PULLEYS
- WINCH
- OVERHEAD CRANES
HANDLING AND STORAGE

STORAGE AND MISCELLANEOUS

- PRESSURE WASHERS
- VACUUM CLEANERS
- GARBAGE BAGS
- BROOMS/SCRAPERS
- CLEANING BASINS
- EASELS
- GARAGE EQUIPMENT
- ELECTRICITY/LAMPS
- STOOLS/LADDERS
HANDLING AND STORAGE

LIFTING TABLE
- TAILORED PROJECTS
- LOADING DOCKS
- TILTING TABLES
- DOUBLE SHEARED HYDRAULIC TABLES
- SINGLE SHEARED HYDRAULIC TABLES
HANDLING AND STORAGE

SATELLITE STORES

- DISTRIMAG
- LOCKMAG
- GOMAG & MOBILE
- INMAG & MOBILE